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Chad Deity (played by Corey Jones)
- An African-American professional wrestler
- Handsome and confident
- EGO's favorite wrestler (because he brings in the money)
- A really bad wrestler

Mace (played by Alex Hernandez)
- A Puerto Rican professional wrestler
- Has loved wrestling since he was a kid
- A really good "heel"
- Dislikes when others don't respect the art of wrestling

EGO (played by Kieran Connolly)
- The Caucasian owner of T.H.E. (the largest wrestling organization in the world of the play)
- Not interested in the art of wrestling
- Interested in making money

VP (played by Aly Mauji)
- An Indian-American entertainer from Brooklyn
- Not interested in wrestling
- Interested in fame
- Refuses to be a good "heel"

The Bad Guy / Billy Heartland / Old Glory (played by Jamin Olivencia)
- Every professional wrestling storyline has a series of supporting characters, including the "heel," or bad guy

96 yards of fabric were used to create the costumes for the show. 9 feet of crystals are in Chad Deity’s "CD" pendant. 20 props are used onstage. 90% of the props that the prop shop provided are used in the videos and not live on stage. 4 wrestling masks are used in the production. 6 pairs of custom wrestling boots were made for the show. 5' height of the star on the cape of wrestler Old Glory. The AK 47 rifles are actually air softguns that hold 500 BBs in the clips. 16'x16' - the dimensions of the ring. 3 confetti cannons, which will use 50-40 lbs of confetti over the course of the run. 192' of steel ring rope used to create the ring. 4 projection screens, each one is 9'x12' 204' of vinyl banners with custom logos.

Who's Who in The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity?

VP (played by Aly Mauji)
- An Indian-American entertainer from Brooklyn
- Not interested in wrestling
- Interested in fame
- Refuses to be a good "heel"

The Bad Guy / Billy Heartland / Old Glory (played by Jamin Olivencia)
- Every professional wrestling storyline has a series of supporting characters, including the "heel," or bad guy
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**The Playwright:**

**Kristoffer Diaz**

**Conversation with**

"face" is the term for the good guy or hero. The term for a bad guy or villain. "Babyface" or "heel" is the entertainment value.

The large-scale spectacle, elaborate costumes and dramatic storylines of each fight heighten the entertainment.

Professional wrestling is a form of entertainment that combines the traditional sport of wrestling with theatrical entertainment. The large-scale spectacle, elaborate costumes and dramatic storylines of each fight heighten the entertainment value.

In professional wrestling, a "heel" is the term for a bad guy or villain. "Babyface" or "face" is the term for the good guy or hero. The heel's job is to make the audience hate him and cheer on the face.

World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) is the largest professional wrestling franchise in the world. Its shows in 30 languages reach 13 million viewers in the U.S. and broadcasting its shows in 30 languages to more than 145 countries.

Once a highly guarded secret, it is now an open secret that the maneuvers are rehearsed and the outcomes of the fights are planned in advance to ensure safety and to create the most theatrical event possible. In fact, WWE recently admitted that they employ writers to help craft the storylines for their different wrestling characters.
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